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Background to the Higher 
Education System in South Africa

• National policy: National Qualifications Act (67/2008): Higher Education 

Qualifications Sub-Framework

The National Qualifications Framework (NQF) is a single integrated system for the 

"classification, registration, publication and articulation of quality-assured national 

qualifications", as indicated in Section 4 of the NQF Act, 2008 (Act No 67 of 2008). It 

comprises, as specified in Section 7 of the NQF Act, three co-ordinated qualifications 

sub-frameworks for:

o General and Further Education and Training, contemplated in the General and 

Further Education and Training Quality Assurance Act, 2001 (Act 58 of 2001) 

overseen by Umalusi.

o Higher Education, contemplated in the Higher Education Act, 1997 (Act 101 of 

1997) overseen by the Council on Higher Education.

o Trades and Occupations, contemplated in the Skills Development Act, 1998 

(Act 97 of1998) overseen by the Quality Council for Trades and Occupations.



Objectives of the NQF

The objectives of the NQF, as outlined in Section 5 of the NQF Act, are to:

(a) Create a single integrated national framework for learning 

achievements;

(b) Facilitate access to, and mobility and progression within, education 

and training career paths;

(c) Enhance the quality of education and training;

(d) Accelerate the redress of past unfair discrimination in education, 

training and employment opportunities.

The objectives of the NQF are designed to contribute to the full personal 

development of each learner and the social and economic development of the 

nation at large.



Objectives of the NQF

South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) and the Quality Councils (QCs) 

must seek to achieve the objectives of the NQF by:

(a) Developing, fostering and maintaining an integrated and transparent 

national framework for the recognition of learning achievements;

(b) Ensuring that South African qualifications meet appropriate criteria, 

determined by the Minister as contemplated in Section 8 [of the NQF 

Act], and are internationally comparable; and

(c) Ensuring that South African qualifications are of an acceptable quality.

It is against this background that the Minister of Education and Training, in terms of 

Section 8 (2) (e) of the NQF Act, has determined as policy the three sub-

frameworks that comprise the NQF.



The Revised Higher Education 
Qualifications
Sub-framework (HEQSF)

A qualification is the formal recognition and certification of learning achievement awarded

by an accredited institution. The HEQSF sets out the range of qualification types in higher

education that may be awarded to mark the achievement of learning outcomes that have

been appropriately assessed. The qualification type descriptors include the specifications in

terms of total minimum credits required, naming conventions related to designators,

qualifiers and abbreviations, the purpose and characteristics of a qualification type, minimum

admissions requirements, and the rules of progression to other qualification types. A higher

education qualification must conform to one of the qualification types or its variants

described in the HEQSF. The HEQSF is concerned with the integrity of whole qualifications,

understood to comprise at least 120 credits, and does not specify parameters for part-

qualifications i.e. the modules or courses that make up an accredited qualification, as these

are determined according to the logic of specific curricula and internal institutional

academic structures. The purpose of the HEQSF is to define the relationships between

qualification types; the movement of individuals within and between non-completed

qualifications is guided by Recognition of Prior Learning processes (RPL) and Credit

Accumulation and Transfer processes (CAT).



The Revised Higher Education 
Qualifications
Sub-framework (HEQSF)

A programme is a purposeful and structured set of learning

experiences that leads to a qualification. Programmes may be

discipline-based, professional, career-focused, trans-, inter- or

multi-disciplinary in nature. A programme has recognised

entry and exit points. All higher education programmes and

qualifications must have a core component and may have a

fundamental and or elective component depending on the

purpose of the programme or the qualification. The credit

allocation for core, fundamental and elective learning will

depend on the purpose of the programme or qualification.



The number of credits is based on the workload of each course. The load is

predetermined by the South African Qualifications Authority in the National

Qualification Framework. One South African credit is equal to 10 notional hours of full

time study. This includes attendance of lectures, self-study, class preparation,

assignments and exams.

South African degree structures relate to the British model. Undergraduate full-time

study assumes 30 weeks per year, which results in 120 credits per year. The standard

workload for full time enrolled students is 60 South African credits per semester. A

student enrolled for a Bachelor degree must complete 360 credits to obtain a degree.

On completion of a Bachelor degree in most fields, students would be required to

complete an Honours or professional degree course in order to qualify for admission

to a Master's degree. The Master's degree generally consists of one or two years of

research beyond the Honours degree. Some Master’s programmes contain a

coursework component. Master’s degree programmes last a full calendar year, so the

minimum credit value of a year’s postgraduate study is 180 credits.

General information on 
credits and workload



Many of the Bachelor degree courses taken are 'general', although there are also a

wide variety of professional degrees as indicated above. Honours degrees are

awarded after a further year of study beyond the pass or general, or professional

Bachelor degrees. For this reason, Honours courses are referred to as

postgraduate degrees. Other qualifications known as postgraduate (Bachelor)

degrees include the BEd, the LLB and the BDiv awards. A four-year LLB

programme (undergraduate) has also been introduced. Honours degrees are not

available in all subjects. Some Bachelor degrees in professional subjects are

registered at Honours level (NQF level 8, previously 7) within the South African

NQF. The academic year consists of 2 semesters.

Suggestion for transfer of credits:

2 South African credits = 1 ECTS

General information on 
credits and workload



The South African grading system is based on a percentage. Students receive a 

class mark that contributes to the final mark. Students that do not obtain a class 

mark of 40% will not have access to the exam.

Below a broad explanation of grades:

<50%                    Fail

50%                      Pass

51-59%                 Average

60-74%                 Good

>75%                    Cum laude

General information on 
grading



• SU Vision 2040 and Strategic Framework

• Stellenbosch University Teaching and Learning Policy

• Stellenbosch University Strategy for Teaching and Learning

• Policy for Quality Assurance and Enhancement at Stellenbosch University 

(2019)

(http://www.sun.ac.za/english/learning-teaching/learning-teaching-

enhancement/APQ/Pages/Documents.aspx)

Specific policy documents 
at Stellenbosch University

http://www.sun.ac.za/english/learning-teaching/learning-teaching-enhancement/APQ/Pages/Documents.aspx


• Coordinated by the Centre for Academic Planning and Quality 
Assurance at the Division for Learning and Teaching Enhancement 

• Academic planning: 

• 3 types of applications: 

• Form A: Submission of a new programme

• Form B: Submission of a new module

• Form C: Submission of a new doctoral programme

• Quality Assurance

Academic Planning at Stellenbosch University



A module is a defined course unit that lasts a set amount of
time (term, semester or year), is coordinated and taught by
academic staff units, and each module contributes a set number
of credits to a degree programme. Modules can be freestanding,
although sometimes a student needs to have passed certain
modules before continuing on with their programme. Modules
within a degree programme are often presented by various
academic departments, but all work together to equip and
develop the student.

An easy way to explain modules is that they are the "building
blocks" of our programmes. Generally, a programme will have
compulsory modules that all students must take that teach the
core of their programme. And then there is a group of elective
modules where students can choose between certain subjects,
depending on their own interests and career plans.

General information on the concept of a module (courtesy of 
Ms Kathryn Wirth, Blended Learning Co-Ordinator at the 
Faculty of AgriSciences)



At SU, the form B is one of the forms used by quality assurance if 
either a new module is being introduced to an academic program, or 
an existing module is changing by more than 50% (minor changes are 
approved  by each faculty committee and reflected in the year book). 
Form A is used for new programmes, or existing programmes that 
change more than 50%. 

General information on the concept of a module (courtesy of Ms 
Kathryn Wirth, Blended Learning Co-Ordinator at the Faculty of 
AgriSciences)



• When? If the content of the module changes with more than 50% 
from the previous academic year

The South African higher education system subscribes to an
outcomes-based teaching and learning approach. The learning
outcomes of a module is conceptualised in terms of the knowledge,
skills and values that a successful student should be able to
demonstrate. The outcome should describe how the student will be
able to demonstrate understanding, e.g. through application, analysis,
discussion, etc. The assessment approach / strategy should be
constructively aligned to the module outcomes and, where possible,
assessment methods should be linked to the specific outcomes being
assessed.

Form B: Submission of a new module



Credits are an indication of the learning time required to master the
outcomes of a module, where 1 credit = 10 notional learning hours.
The National Qualifications Framework (NQF) level indicates the
level of complexity of the knowledge, skills and values to be acquired,
as differentiated by the South African Qualifications Authority
(SAQA) level descriptors according to the Higher Education
Qualifications Sub-Framework (HEQSF). The classification of
educational subject matter (CESM) code indicates the study field
according to which a module receives funding.

Form B: Submission of a new module
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Practical examples from the AgriScience Faculty Yearbook

http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/Yearbooks/Current/AgriSciences.pdf

http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/Yearbooks/Current/AgriSciences.pdf
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Practical examples from the AgriScience Faculty Yearbook
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Practical examples from the AgriScience Faculty Yearbook
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Practical examples from the AgriScience Faculty Yearbook

Page 107 – 109: Definitions and explanations 
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Practical examples from the AgriScience Faculty Yearbook



Any questions? 
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Brief summary of draft paper 
on VitaGlobal
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• Conceptualized at VitaGlobal meeting in Santiago, Chile (October 2019)

• Working title: “How to internationalise the curricula through modularization: The case of 
VitaGlobal”

• Key questions/aspects we hope to address:

• What are the key aspects of internationalized curricula?

• What is VitaGlobal proposing in relation to the above-mentioned?

• What is modularization?

• What have we learned from the VitaGlobal module pilots (case study)

• Lessons learned and remaining challenges

• Some questions we identified in October to be discussed in Madrid: 

• What makes modularization different from the other “avenues” through which we already 
internationalise (mobility, joint degrees, joint programmes)

• Role of recognition (or not) in possible mobility components in modularisation - we regard 
mobility that happens in modularised curriculum as different since the traditional mobility 
required recognition, but mobility that happens in modularised curriculum does not, since 
the content was co-created by the partners

• Didactics in modularisation - are there specific aspects that need to be prioritised?
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